
CHAPTER V .-REGIONAL GEOLOGY AND INTERPRETATION 

This chapter discusses the regional geolo&T of the northeastern Cariboo District 
and deals with a number of topics of broad regional interest. The concept of the regional 
geology is preliminary, and some of the ideas expressed are speculative. All matters 
discussed bear on problems of the geology of the Antler Creek area. 

REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The geology of the Antler Creek area and the region under discussion is shown in 
Figure 14. It is compiled from Figure 2 and the maps of Holland and from reconnais- 
sance to the east and southeast by the writer. 

The area south of Matthew River and east of Cariboo River is part of the Littl? 
River area (Lang, 1940, AMap 561~). Major changes in interpretation have been made 
in this area, and these must be explained in some detail because the age assigned to the 
Cariboo group is dependent upon them. 

Lang’s mapping shows a syncline which is occupied unconformably by the Slide 
Mountain and Cariboo groups (this is the same as the Black Stuart syncliiorium of 
Figure 14). A major strike fault on the northeastern flank of the syncline cuts off the 
Slide Mountain group, and the Cariboo group rocks cannot be correlated ~CIDSS the 
fault. A small area of Cambrian strata occurs between the fault and the trough of the 
syncline. which strata are conformable with the Cariboo group but are not named or 
included with them. A~ thick limestone, named the Jackpot, occurs on the northeast 
limb of the syncline as part of the Slide Mountain group. This limestone pinches out 
rapidly to the southeast and does not appear on the southwest limb. Lang (1938, pp. 
14-15; 1947, pp. 31-32) reported that Carboniferous or Permian “poorly preserved 
corals ” were collected from the Jackpot formation but listed none in either publication, 

The writer, on the other hand, found no Slide Mountain rocks southeast of the 
Cariboo River. The Black Stuart synclinorium involves only rocks of the Caribou 
group and older. The Jackpot limestone is continuous in outcrop with the limestone at 
Turks Nose Mountain and that on Kimball ridge, from both of which localities an Early 
Cambrian fauna has been collected (see below). Officers of the Geological Survey of 
Canada were unable to find Lang’s collection from the “Jackpot formation.” and it 
can only be surmised that poorly preserved archzwcyathids had been incorrectly identi- 
fied as corals. On the southwestern limb of the Black Stuart synclinorium the thick 
limcstone can be traced into the Cunningham limestone of the Roundtop area. 

The stratigaphic section of the region shown in Figure 14 is the same as that of 
the Antler Creek area, augmented by the Kaza group, which conformably underlies the 
Cunningham limestone and is a sequence of metamorphosed elastic rocks thicker than 
6,000 feet. The writer has named the Kaza group after Kaza Mountain, where it is well 
exposed (w Plate III (A)). All but the upper 1 .OOO feet of the group is composed of 
green micaceous greywacke, green schist with knots of biotitc. garnet, or both, and minor 
schistose pebble conglomerate. The upper 1,000 feet consists of crossbedded white to 
brown quart&e and brown phyllite. 

The Cariboo group cast and southeast of the Antler Creek. Yanks Peak: and 
Roundtop Mountain arcas is not significantly different from that within those areas. 
The major difference is that there is 100 to 200 feet of limestone at the top of the Yankee 
Belle formation, This prominently marks the plunging trough of the Black Stuart syn- 
clinorium. The Cunningham limestone is fully exposed on Turks Nose Mountain and 
is approximately 2,000 feet thick. 

The Slide Mountain group beyond the Antler Creek area contains a higher pro- 
portion of pillow lavas and intrusive diabase than within, but otherwise it is similar. 

Ten miles southwest of Yanks Peak the Cariboo group is overlain unconformably 
by the Quesnel River group, which is largely of Jurassic age. The contact is approxi- 
mately parallel to the strike of the Cariboo group. 
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REGIONAL STRUCTURE 

The structure of the northeastern Cariboo district is complex in detail but in over- 
all perspective is relatively simple. The structure culminates in a broad anticlinorial 
arch which is flanked on the west by a descending series of tightly compressed folds of 
some complexity. 

The folds of regional importance in the northeastern Cariboo are listed from north- 
east to southwest and described below. They arc shown in the geological cross-section 
of Figure 14, with the exception of No. 7. Many of the folds of regional importance 
are outlined by the Cunningham limestone. All folds plunge northwestward at an aver- 
age of 5 to 10 degrees with local; insignificant reversals. With the exception of the 
Lanezi anticlinorial arch and folds of the Lightning Creek axis, all folds are overturned, 
those between the arch and the axis being overturned to the southwest and those southwest 
of the axis being overturned to the northeast. 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

Lanezi anticlinorium. 
Iltzul syncline. 
Spectacle Lakes anticline. 
Black Stuart syncliiorium. 
Cunningham anticlinorium. 
Snowshoe syncliiorium. 

\ Roundtop Mountain 
and 

I~sland Mountain anticlinorium. J Antler Creek areas. 

$$~~~i~~~;, 1 Yanks Peak area. 

The culminating fold of the northeastern Cariboo district is the Lanezi anticlinorium, 
which trends northwestward between and parallel to Isaac Lake and Spectacle Lakes. 
This fold is a broad whale-backed arch over 1S miles wide on, which ride a series of 
relatively small parallel folds. The limbs of the arch dip at 30 to 40 degrees from a 
wide flat central section. The fold is outlined by the outcrop of the Cunningham lime- 
stone, and the core exposes the Kaza group. Schistosity is well developed in the fine 
rocks of the Kaza group, less well in the coarse. It commonly dips within 10 degrees 
of vertical on either limb but is parallel with bedding in the central section. 

The first two distinct major folds of the series descending toward the southwest are 
the lltzul syncliie and Spectacle Lakes anticline. Both are relatively open structures 
with dips rarely exceeding 4.5 degrees. They expose Cunningham limestone at the 
surface. 

The plunging keel of the Black Stuart synclinorium is outlined on the ground by 
a thin limestone at the top of the Yankee Belle formation. The fold is overturned, with 
the northeast limb approximately vertical and the southwest limb dipping approximately 
45 degrees northeastward. Schistosity is well developed parallel to the axial plane. 
At the eastern limit of mapping, the keel of the syncliie plunges northwestward at 25 to 40 
degrees. As the fold is traced northwestward the plunge lessens and the axis bends to 
the normal northwest trend. Northwest of the Cariboo River the Black Stuart synclino- 
rium is overlain unconformably by the Slide Mountain group in a distinct and separate 
structural trough. The axes of these structures approximately coincide, but the intensity 
of folding within them differs greatly. In contrast to the Black Stuart syncliiorium, in 
the Slide Mountain trough bedding commonly dips less than 40 degrees and axial plane 
cleavage is not developed. 

The Cunningham anticlinorium exposes a core of Cunningham limestone about 
which the remainder of the Cariboo group is wrapped in a series of intricate minor folds. 
The typical folds are asymmetric and almost isoclinal. Axial plane cleavage is devel- 
oped in almost all rocks, even in the Cunningham limestone, at the axes of tight folds. 
The phyllites of the group have a papery fissility and have been so kneaded that minor 
folds commonly lack a stratifonn nature. All folds are overturned toward the south- 
west, and bedding in the overturned limbs dips between 80 and 65 degrees northeast. 
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The Snowshoe syncliuorium is developed in Snowshoe micaceous quart&s, phyl. 
Ii@, and minor limestone, The structure is extremely asymmetricaI ad complex, and 
contains a great number of essentially isoclinal minor folds. Many folds cannot be dis- 
tinguished in phyllite or micaceous quartzite, but only where there are thin interbeds of 
limestone. Characteristically, schistosity is well developed. Folds are overturned to 
the southwest with axial planes dipping on the average 70 degrees to the northeast. 

The Island Mountain anticlinorium is the largest and most important of a group 
of anticlinal structures to the southwest of the Snowshoe synclinorium. Each fold is 
overturned to the southwest and tightly compressed. AI1 contain cores of black Midas 
phyllite and metasiltstone. 

Southwest of the Island Mountain anticlinorium is the Lightning Creek axis, one 
of the major structural features of the region. This feature was interpreted as “the 
anticlinorium of the Barkerville area ” by Bowman (1889, p. 27) and by Johnston 
and Uglow ( 1926, p. 3 1) : but the Lightning Creek axis is not a simple fold so much as 
a locus of change of dip of cleavage and of axial planes of folds. Cleavage and axial 
planes dip away from the axis on either side. Curiously, the Lighming Creek axis does 
not coincide with a major culminating fold structure. The axis is essentially parallel 
to the regional trend, yet the central fold structure changes along strike, either through 
change iu shape of the fold or a~ slight divergence in trend. At Yanks Peak the central 
fold is a bag-shaped syncline (Holland, 1954, pp. 25-28) whereas at Stanley, 20 miles 
northwest of Yanks Peak, it is an anticline. The significance of the Lightning Creek 
axis is not clear. 

The Yanks Peak anticline is the most westerly fold of the region mapped by Hol- 
land and the writer. It lies west of the Lightning Creek axis, and thus the axial plane 
dips westwrd. Yankee Belle phyllite occupies the core of this dome-like anticline, and 
Yanks Peak quart&e, Midas formation, and Snowshoe formation are wrapped about 
the structure in a succession of complex folds. The Yanks Peak quart&e has been 
pulled apart by severe folding, and the minor folds are tight, asymmetric, and not 
entirely stratiform. 

The fault pattern described in Chapter IV is characteristic of the region of Figure 14 
except southeast of the C&boo River, where faults are oriented in many directions. The 
largest known is the Kimball fault, a high-an8lle thrust with a movement of 500 to 1,000 
feet that cuts at a small angle across the strike of beds. This local variation in the fault 
pattern is possibly related to the intrusion of a near-by quartz monzonite stock. 

COMPARISON OF THE GEOLOGY OF THE CARIBOO AND KOOTENAY Drsr~rc~s 

The structure and stratigmphy of the northeastern Cariboo District (Cariboo 
Mountains and Interior Plateau) have features similar to those of the East Kootenay 
District (Purcell Mountains and southeastern Selkirk Mountains). The structure in both 
culminates in a broad anticlinorial arch which is flanked on the west by a descending 
series of ti_ghtly compressed folds of some complexity. The rocks in both are generally 
similar in type and age. The main point of difference is that the Purcell arch is much 
broader than the Caribw arch, exposes older rocks in its MI% and is cut by more 
intrusions. Even though the two districts are separated by a gap of 250 miles, in which 
our knowledge is relatively slight, it is tentatively concluded that they are parts of the 
same geological province. 

AGE OF IHE CARTBOO GROUP 

The age assigned to the Cariboo group depends on fossil collections from a limestone 
which is exposed from Bowron Lake to Kimball Creek and has been traced into the 
Cunningham limestone of the Roundtop Mountain area. Fossil c~llccti~ns were made 
by the writer near Bowron Lake, on Iltzul Ridge, Turks Nose Mountain, and Kimball 
Creek, and by Lang at Kimball Creek. No fossils have been found in the Cariboo group 
in the Antler Creek area or the Yanks Peak-Roundtop Mountain areas. 
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Lang’s collection at Kimball Creek is more extensive and varied than the writer’s, 
but there is no record of the distribution of the fossils at the various localities. Lang’s 
collection u’as examined by C. E. Resser, and his identification is stated by Lang (1947, 
pp. 31-321 as follows:- 

Padeumins sp. 
Kootmin sp. 
Srdterella sp. 
Bonnia sp. 
NW geenur dated to Xoo,mia. 
New genus of Olenellid kilobite. 

Dr. Resner reported lhar all the above were T~owrr Cambrian. with the possible exception of the 
genus related to KoorcniaT which could be Lower or Middle Cambrian. He also stated rhat the 
same unnamed genus of Olenellid trilohite, and posrihly the same species, OCCUTS in the Eager 
formation near Cranbrook, B.C. 

The writer spent much time searching the localities marked by Lang (Map ,561~) 
but was unsuccessful except at the northwestern locality, where a meagre collection of 
deformed trilobites was taken in black slate interbedded with the Cunningham limestone. 
The stratigraphic position of the locality is not certain but appears to be in the upper 
part of the formation. Professor V. J. Okulitch, of the University of British Columbia, 
identified the writer’s collections. From this locality were identified:- 

Bmnnia sp. 
Trilobite not identifiable. 

At Turks Kose Mountain, collections were made at 500, 700, and 1,400 feet above 
the base of the limestone. At 500 feet rare archaocyathids were found which were 
identified as:- 

Coscinncyathus sp. 
Pycnoidocyalhus sp. 

At 700 to 750 feet above the base and for several miles along the face of the mountain 
a zone is exposed that is composed of 50 to 60 per cent of ellipsoidal algal remains which 
were identified as:- 

Girvanella. 

At 1,400 feet above the base, in 20 feet of interbedded fawn-coloured slate, fragments 
and rare whole trilobites were collected which were identified as:- 

Wanneria sp. 
OlrnPlIus cf. gilberti. 

On Iltzul Ridge one indistinct archaxpathid was found, identified as possibly:- 
Protopharetra. 

On a hill between Bowon Lake and Indian Point Lake abundant archieocyathids 
were found which were identified as:- 

Ajacicyarhus sp. 
Coscinoc~arhus sp. 
Pycnoidocyaihns sp. 

Rare trilobites and fragments found in 12 feet of fawn-coloured slate interbedded with 
the arch~ocyathid-bearing limestone were identified as:- 

Olenellid trilobite possibly Calluvia. 
Genial spine of Olenellus (?) 
Olenellus cf. ihompsoni. 

The combined archleocyathid and trilobite zone is at least 200 feet thick and is at least 
500 feet above the base of the formation, which is covered. 

Professor Okulitch concludcd:- 
The fauna clearly indicates the upper Lower Cambrian. The trilobites are rimilar to the 

Eager faauna from near Cranbrook: and the Archmcyatha resemble ihe ones from the Donald 
formation. 
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Early Cambrian fossils have thus been collected from 500 to 1,400 feet above the 
base of the Cunningham limestone, which is about 2,000 feet thick; only on Turks Nose 
Mountain are the stratigraphic positions of collections known precisely. It can be con- 
cludcd that much of the Cunningham limestone is Lower Cambrian, and that the 
remainder of the Carihoo group is most likely Middle Cambrian and later. 

The Base of ihe Cornbrian Swem 

Many authors recognize as the base of the Cambrian system either the first major 
unconformity or the first major change in lithology below the Olencllus Zone (King, 1949; 
Kay. 1651, p. 7). By the first definition as much as 10,000 to 15,000 feet of unfossilifer- 
ous strata may lie within the Cambrian in swnc localities in the world. and by the second, 
3,000 to 4,000 feet. Wheeler (1947) has stated cogent reasons why the base should be 
defined as the first appearance of fossils characteristic of the Olcnellus Zone, but this 
definition is not practical in regions of reconnaissance mapping or in rocks that have been 
regionally metamorphosed and deformed. In such rocks a few fossils may be found, but 
commonly most signs of life have been destroyed. and hence in much of the Canadian 
Cordillera a Icss precise but more practical definition is needed. King (1949, pp. 636- 
638) concluded that in the southcm Appalachians the most practical stratigraphic pro- 
cedure was to take as the base of the system the first major change of lithology of regional 
extent below the Olenellus Znnc. This is the only solution applicable in the Cariboo 
District, where preservntion of fossils can be regarded ns accidental. Therefore, the base 
of the Cunningham limestone is taken as the base of the Cambrian system, 500 feet below 
beds in which fossils of the OIcncllus Zone have definitely been found. The base of the 
Cunningham is readily recognizable and appears to be rqionally extensive, hencz it use- 
fully marks the base of the Cambrian system 

Correlation 

Lower Cambrian rocks form a considerable portion of the rocks, not only of the 
Rocky Mountains, but also of the Columbia and Cassiar-Omineca Mountains. West of 
the Rocky Mountain trench, regions formerly thought to be underlain almost exclusiveI) 
by Precambrian rocks have been shown by work in the last decade to include widespread 
and abundant Lower Cambrian rocks. The following is a partial list of formations in 
British Columbia that are entirely or in part correlative with the Cunningham formation, 
listed from north to south. A recently prepared correlation chart shows the relations of 
units in the Rocky and Purcell Mountains (North and Henderson, 1954). 

(I) Atan group, McDame area, Cassiar Mountains (Gabriclse, 1954). 
(2) Ingcnika group, Aiken Lake area, Omineca Mountains (Roots, 1954). 
(3) Mural formation, Mount Robson, Rocky Mountains (Burling, 1923). 
(4) Donald and St. Piran formations, Dogtooth Mountains, Columbia Moun- 

tains (Evans, 1933). 
(5) St. Piran (Peyto) formation, Mount Stephen. Rocky Mountains (Rasetti, 

1951). 
(6) Eager formation, Cranbrook area, Columbia Mountains (Rice, 1937). 
(7) Laib group, Salmo area, Columbia Mountains (Little, 1950, pp. 15-I 8). 

In unmapped areas. archzocyathids have been collected from theMisinchinka schists 
on the Hart Highway (Holland, personal communication), and archzocyathids and 
oleneIIid trilobites (Lay, 1941, p. 21) from near Sinclair Mills on the great bend of the 
Fraser River. At the latter locality the collections are from a thick limestone and inter- 
bedded slate that the writer belicvcs from examination to be a northern extension of the 
Cunningham formation. Thus Lower Cambrian rocks are extensively represented along 
the west as well as the east sides of the Rocky Mountain trench throughout its length in 
British Columbia. 
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The Cunningham limestone includes fossils of latest Early Cambrian age, and so 
the remainder of the Cariboo group may bc Middle Cambrian or later. Middle Cambrian 
rocks arc less well known in the Columbia or Cassiar-Omineca Mountains than are those 
of the Lower Cambrian. The only Middle Cambrian formations so far described are 
the Nclway formation of the Salmo area (Little, 1950, pp. 18-21), Eager (in part), 
Burton (in part), and Canyon Creek formations, Purcell Mountains (sep North and Hen. 
derson, 1954), and Atan group (in part), McDame area, Cassiar Mountains (Gab&se, 
1954). 

The Kaza group is equivalent in stratigraphic position to the Horsethief Creek forma- 
tion of the Purcell and Western Ranges of the Rocky Mountains, and the Hector and 
Miette formations of the Main Ranges of the Rocky Mountains Neal Banff and Jasper 
respectively. The Kaza group resembles in some degree the lithology of all these forma- 
tions. All are latest Precambrian. 

AGE AND CORRELWION OF THE SLIDE MOUsTAIN GROUP 

The pakeontological evidence is inconclusive, but it indicates that the age of the 
Slide Mountain group is Carboniferous, and possibly Mississippian (see p. 36). How- 
ever, the Slide Mountain group is believed to be the equivalent of the Cache Creek group, 
and hence may be Pennsylvanisn or even Permian in age. The sections described in 
Appendix B match very closely sections on the west side of Beaver Creek valley, 45 miles 
southwest of Slide Mountain. These latter sections have not been described in detail but 
have been examined by the writer. They are part of the main belt of Cache Creek rocks 
that extends between the type locality near Ashcroft and Stuart Lake (Armstrong, 1949, 
p. 50). 

AGES OP DEFORMATIOSS 

The ages of deformations are not known with any precision. Local evidence 
indicates that the first major folding took place after the Early Cambrian and before the 
Carboniferous, and the second after the Carboniferous and before the Tertiary. Other 
areas in the northern Cordillcra were deformed in the Palleozoic to an extent and with 
an intensity only now becoming apparent. Rice and Jones (1948, p. 4) have shown in 
the Salmon Arm area that Cache Creek rocks rest unconformably on granite and serpen- 
tinizcd peridotite. M. Y. Williams (1944, p. 15) has shown Proterozoic and (or) 
Cambrian rocks of the northern Rocky Mountains to have been sharply folded prior to 
the Middle Silurian. Buddington and Chapin (1929, pp. 281-289) in southeastern 
Alaska found repeated angular unconformities in Palzozoic sections extending from early 
Ordovician to Permian, and stated that a disturbance of considerable intensity may have 
occurred during the Silurian. Roots (1954, pp, 193-194) found evidence in the Omi- 
neca Mountains of a post-Cambrian prc-Carboniferous deformation. Gabriel% ( 1954) 
described a marked structural discordance between rocks of Middle and Late Ordovician 
age in the Cassiar Mountains. Thus, at widely separated localities in the northern 
Cordillera, there is evidence of strong orogeny in the early Palzeozoic. If a single orogeny 
is represented, its most probable age would seem to be late Ordovician to early Silurian. 

The Slide Mountain group may have been folded at the same time as the Quesoel 
River group (Jurassic and L.ower Cretaceous) because the degree of deformation in the 
two groups is comparable, or before the Quesnel River group because the absence of 
rocks of Early or Middle Triassic age in British Columbia indicates this was a time of 
uplift and possibly compression. The deformation was completed prior to the peneplana- 
tion, which is thought to be of Early Tertiary age. 

CONTRASTS BETWEEN CARIBOO AND SLIDE MOUNTAIN GROUPS 

The Slide Mountain group presents certain comparisons and contrasts with the 
Cariboo group, in rock suites. deformation, and source direction. Rock suites give 
evidence of the type of environment in w*hich they accumulated. In the Cariboo group 
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there is an upward progression from sediments typical of a stable environment toward 
those typical of an unstable one. The rock typical of the upper part of the group, 
subgrcywacke (micaceous quart&), is a mature rock composed dominantly of quartz 
and mica. There is little indication of volcanism in the Cariboo group. These charac- 
teristics indicate the Cariboo group is of miogeosynclinal origin. In cotmast to the 
Caribou group. the Slide Mountain group is composed of immature greywackes, chat, 
and argillite intercalated with large amounts of spilitic pillow lavas and sills. Hence the 
Slide Mountain group is typical of a eugeosyncline and in fact represents the astern limit 
of the Cordilleran eugeospncline in British Columbia (or Fraser Belt, see Kay, 19.51, 
p. 35). The cvidence in the Cariboo District leads to the conclusion that either the 
Cordilleran eugeosyncline came into being only after the Cambrian or its eastern bound- 
ary moved eastward before the late Palieozoic. 

An inverse relationship exists between the degree of crustal instability indicated by 
the sediments and fhe degree of deformation to which they have been subjected. The 
Cariboo group formed under stable to mildly unstable conditions but has been severely 
deformed, whereas the Slide Mountain group formed under conditions of severe crustal 
instability> but has been only moderately deformed. As already shown, the deformation 
of the Cariboo group seems to have preceded, by a considerable period, the deposition of 
the Slide Mountain groloup. Thus the fate that commonly overtakes eugcosynclinal 
deposits did not overtake the Slide Mountain soup and, conversely, the Cariboo group, 
which is not eugeosynclinal, has been subjected to most severe deformation. 

Source of Sediments 

The source of sediments in both groups appears to have been in the west. In the 
Cariboo group the Midas and Snowshoe formations coarsen toward the west and the 
percentage of calcareous rocks in them decreases. The source would appear to be a 
border land composed of igneous or metamorphic rocks. 

In the Slide Mountain group the following evidence indicates a sauce southwest of 
the present outcrop belt: the rock types present in Guyet conglomerate could only have 
come from fhe west, and slump structures in the banded rocks of the Antler formation 
indicate an initial dip toward the northeast. Finally, at Beaver Creek, 45 miles south- 
west of Slide Mountain, the section of Cache Creek rocks is similar to that at Slide 
Mountain and dips at similar angles but toward the southwest. It would seem possible 
that these two similar sections were built by deposits shed from a central arch of Cariboo 
group rock exposed as a tectonic island or peninsula sourhwcst of the Antler Creek area. 
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